
Industry 4.0: 
The New Industrial Revolution

Goal: introduce the key concepts related to the 4th industrial revolution
• What it is
• What it will bring
• How it will impact us
• How ensuring it makes the world a better place

Audience: who is interested in our future, who is committed to using that opportunity
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Human – Technology 
Coevolution

Human civilization is full of abrupt and radical transformations (breakthroughs),
each one resulting in dramatic change to life span, health, and quality of life.

Human – Technology Coevolution

About 1.800.000 years ago the capability to light
and control a fire (a first technology(1) together
with Neolithic tool fabrication) led to the invention of
cooking and to a massive increase of the calories
available.

This resulted in growth of brain size in Homo
erectus from that of Australopithecus africanus(2), and
the development of brain areas related to speech.

(1) Technology: collection of techniques, skills, methods and processes (even tools and machines) that may be used to solve real-world problems
(2) This hypothesis by the primatologist Richard Wrangham is criticized because of the lack of evidence that cooking fires began long enough 

ago. The traditional explanation is that human ancestors scavenged carcasses for high-quality food that supported the evolutionary shift.



Human – Technology Coevolution
With increased cognition came awareness of seasonal crop rotation. That led to the
first breakthrough from foraging to farming, about 10.000 years ago.
The agrarian revolution was made possible by animal domestication, which
increases productivity, transportation, communication, population and human settlements.

• Human settlements resulted in the urbanization
revolution, enabling exchanges among specialist
artisans and leading to writing.

• Agriculture and artisanship-based organization lasted
for about 7 millennia, until the 19th century, when
the invention of steam power marked the transition
from muscle (men, animals) and environment
(wind, water) power to mechanical power

• Societal structural changes (nature of family,
work, role of the state, demography): shift not only
the “what” and the “how” of doing things, but also
“who” we are

Human – Technology Coevolution

Industrial Revolutions

Societal changes due to manufacturing described considering three historical shifts
(breakthroughs) in industrial processes, products and skills of people, mainly enabled by:
• radical technology advancement
• cultural revolution: a new way of perceiving the world (of thinking about factories, human-

machine relationships, jobs, goods, society, environment, …) generating values and identities

iconic technology:

1) mechanic – weaving loom

2) electricity – assembly line

3) electronic – automation

in the years between breakthroughs, industrial technological advancements were incremental

Industrial Revolutions



• started in Great Britain and later in EU and USA
• key enabling technologies: shift in power sources (steam engine powered by coal 

replaced bio-fuels and wood) 
• organization: from hand production to machines 
• industry: textile
• workers: specialization emergence

OUTCOMES:
• costs, market size
• new employment opportunities 
• income and living standards of the population
• rapid change of society: not only changes in industrial techniques and production, but 

profound social effects (strong urbanization)
1st-IR took about 120 years to spread outside Europe

1st Industrial Revolution (1760-1850)
• started in Great Britain and Germany, later in USA and Japan
• key enabling technologies: shift in power sources (electrical power), transportation 

(railroads); advances in iron and steel production; invention of light bulb;
• organization: division of labor (assembly line)  mass production/consumption 
• industry: automotive, mechanical
• workers: very simple skills and knowledge,

high specialization

OUTCOMES:
• manufacturing time, costs
• rapid industrial development: manufacturing as 

a central driver of economic growth
• indoor plumbing, automobiles, airplanes, home appliances, public sanitation
• astonished growth of living standards
2nd-IR not yet experienced by 1.3G people ( 17%) without access to electricity

2nd Industrial Revolution (1870-1945)

• started in Western world and later become globally
• key enabling technologies: digital power (beginning of the information age): digital 

logic circuits, microcontrollers, computers, CAD, CAM, …, industrial robotics
• organization: production automation, optimization by inefficiencies removal (lean management) 
• workers: flexible, higher education

OUTCOMES:
• global industrial development 
• very high living standards
• pollution, climate and sustainability issues

internet took about 10 years to spread throughout the globe

3rd-IR not yet experienced by 3.5G people ( 50%) 
without access to internet

3rd Industrial Revolution (1970-2000)
• 1970s Computer 
• 1980s Personal Computer (PC) 
• 1990s Internet

• a tablet has the processing power of 
5000 desktop PCs of 1980 

• the Cray-2 supercomputer was the 
fastest machine in the world in 1985
─ iPhone 4 (June 2010) had the 

power equivalent to the Cray-2
─ Apple Watch (2015) processing 

speed  two iPhone 4s ($50)
• the cost of 1 GB storage is 3 c$/year 

compared to 10 k$ in 1985

ICT Evolution



“it takes about the same amount of computing to answer one Google search query as all 
the computing done – in flight and on the ground – for the entire Apollo program”! 
(Google inside search team, 2012)

ICT Evolution

ICT performance increase is due to three 
main determinants:

1) the Moore law, which is related to 
shrinking of transistor size

2) conceptual design of computing systems 
(hardware architectures) that allows 
to interconnect vast number of transistors 
and processor in massively parallel systems

3) algorithms

MEGATRENDS (changing demographics, globalization, shortage of resources, 
climate change, ICT evolution, …) are driving next manufacturing paradigm

referred to as Factory of the future or Industry 4.0 in EU, 
Smart/Advanced Manufacturing in USA

the entire service sector (and public administration) and the whole 
society are strongly involved

4th Industrial Revolution (present)

DISTINTIVE FEATURES:
• evolution rate is exponential due to deep interconnections
• servitization: product – service boundary is becoming fuzzy since 

effective services are added to products 
• systemic impact: it is transforming entire systems across and within 

companies, industries, countries and society as a whole

• KEY ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES: 
convergence and integration of classical and emerging 
technologies that amplify each other and providing 
cognitive power, resulting in a fusion of physical, digital 
and biological worlds

• ORGANIZATION: 
interconnection of all steps of the value creation chain over 
the entire life cycle of products (from the idea, to development and 
production, to distribution, to recycling) - including all related services -
optimizing them using huge amount of available information

from ICT to communication environments (focus on the 
crucial role of relationships)

4th Industrial Revolution (present) 4th Industrial Revolution (present)
WORKERS are an essential pillar of smart factory

• generalists rather than specialists
• adaptation to new technologies and organizational changes
• performing in almost sterile environments in clean, 

safety, reliable, efficient ways
• both “cold” and “hot” skills first determinants of success
 “cold”: technical, functional, multitasking, complex problem solving
 “hot”: values, passions, participation, relational, proactivity, creativity, 

responsibility, adaptation 

economic and social relations are de-structured: independent 
workers perform specific tasks (the “human cloud”) 



RISKS:
• exacerbate inequality: concentration of wealth
• fundamental societal changes: reshape of government, work, relations 

4th Industrial Revolution (present)
EXPECTED OUTCOMES: 
• change the competitiveness of companies and regions
• strengthening the potential of offering new business models
• mass customization: switch from “pull from the market” 

to "pull from the customer", i.e. individualized solutions to 
satisfy specific customers' needs

• a reversal of the trend to relocate production to low-wage 
countries, promoting domestic production (reshoring)

Source: 
Il Sole 24 ore, 24.05.2016 p. 10

Industry 4.0: National Plans

Industry 4.0:
Enabling Technologies

Pillars of Future Industry Evolution

INDUSTRY 4.0

INDUSTRY 3.0
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CPSs merge the physical and cyber worlds by a tight 
integration of computation, communication, and 
control cores with physical processes using sensors, 
actuators and feedback loops where physical processes 
affect computation and vice-versa

• cyberizing the physical: by modeling physical 
systems and interacting with them 

• physicalizing the cyber: by acquiring and processing 
information about physical systems

coupling occurs from the micro-scale to large-scale 
wide-area systems of systems, and at multiple 
time-scales

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs)
CPSs enable every factory component to be represented as an object with properties 
in the virtual world (create a virtual copy of the physical world)

SMART PRODUCTS:
products with integrated CPSs that store all the relevant information about the sequence 
of production steps (e.g. using RFID) so to steer their production autonomously

Cyber-Physical Products

Industry 4.0:
Expected Impact

wealth and comfort are a direct result of technology evolution
GROWTH: 
• before 2008: global GDP was growing by 5%/year (double every 14-15)

if this rate had continued Gpeople lifted out of poverty
• after 2008: global GDP is growing at 3%/year (persistent shortfalls of demand)

MAIN MOTIVATIONS: 
 over-indebtedness
 decreasing marginal costs

due to on-demand economies
 climate change and resource depletion
 ageing: fewer people:

- purchase big-ticket items (home, furniture, cars, appliances …)
- take entrepreneurial risks

Industry: Impact on Global Economy



INEQUALITY (Credit Suisse’s Global Wealth Report) in 2015:
 50% of all world assets controlled by the richest 1%

of the global population
 50% of the population own less than 1% of the global 

wealth, the same as 62 richest people

The presence of a critical mass of middle-class 
households is one of the primary factors that 
differentiates advanced and poor Nations

Industry: Impact on Global Economy
workforce in agriculture: 90% (early 1800);  < 2% (2015)
transition happened smoothly, with minimal social disruption or unemployment
app economy: began in 2008 (Steve Jobs); 2015 revenues $100G (more that film industry)

VIRTUOUS CYCLE:
• new technologies dramatically change the nature of work
• automation destroys repetitive jobs

substituting labor with capital
• capitalization promotes new goods/services with creation  

of new occupations and wealth

4th-IR seems to be creating fewer new job positions than previous IR
• even though the extent to which automation substitute for labor force is still uncertain 
• anyhow jobs are expected to be characterized by precariousness and uncertainty

Industry: Impact on Employment

Correlation between labor 
productivity (value of workers’ hourly 
output) and compensation (which 
includes wages and benefit)

paid to ordinary private sector 
worker in US

I4.0: Impact on Employment I4.0: Impact on Employment

Note: the total area under all curves is equal to total US employment
The future of employment: how susceptible are jobs to computerization, C.B. Frey, M. Osborne, Oxford University, 2013 

47% of total employment in US is at risk, i.e. they could be automated over 10-20 years 
(much broader scope at a much faster pace than previous IR)

Distribution of US Bureau of Labor Statistics 2010 
occupational employment 



German manufacturing sectors: 
Productivity Employment

Revenue Growth:  30 G€/year (1% Germany’s GDP)
Investment  for processes adaptation:  250 G€ in 10 years

+9% ten years

+6% ten years

I4.0: Impact on Employment
increasing demand for:
• social skills: roles that machines cannot fulfil and which rely on empathy, compassion, …
• complex problem solving and creative skills 
• skills that enable workers to work alongside technological systems
• worker ability to adapt continuously and learn new skills and approaches

men’s and women’s roles might further diverge

I4.0: Impact on Skills

TECHNOLOGICAL:
• Convergence and integration of different technologies
• Cyber-security
• Analytics: extract useful information from huge amounts 

of heterogeneous data, …

LEGAL:
• Autonomous decisions of smart systems compliant to regulations (e.g. mobility, medical industry) 
• Privacy: what are sensible data and what isn’t …

SOCIO-ECONOMIC:
• Inequality
• Unemployment
• Reshape of welfare state …

I4.0: Main Challenges

Industry 4.0:
Conclusions



4th-IR:

• is a market-driven phenomenon  try stop it is unrealistic

• brings GREAT OPPORTUNITIES and SIGNIFICANT RISKS (both individuals and society)
might have a devastating impact, but it can also benefit all
 it has the potential to address (and possibly solve) the major world challenges 

I4.0: Conclusions

The greatest risk (PERFECT STORM): the impact from 
• soaring inequality
• technological unemployment
• climate change
• resource depletion 
unfold together, amplifying and reinforcing each other

Find a balance between these entangled forces and crafting a future that offers broad-
based security and prosperity is probably the greatest challenge of our time

I4.0: Conclusions

MAIN FEATURES:

 strong COOPERATION (the principal architect of 4 Gyears of evolution) enable us to:
• adapt to increasing complexity
• strengthens cohesion through which progress is achieved

 EMPOWERMENT of all relationships: 
government – citizens, enterprises – employees, shareholders, customer

I4.0: Conclusions

4th-IR: the occasion to reflect about WHO WE ARE and HOW WE SEE THE WORLD

Ensuring an empowering and human-centered 4th-IR,
rather than divisive and dehumanizing

This is A TASK FOR EVERYBODY and for any Organization 

Macroeconomics indicators show that we can 
pursue our own interests either as individuals and community 
only by ACTING IN THE INTEREST OF THE WHOLE SOCIETY

I4.0: Conclusions



4th-IR could catalyze a 
NEW CULTURAL RENAISSANCE

a true GLOBAL CIVILIZATION

Ref.: The 4th- Industrial revolution, by Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chair of the World Economic Forum

I4.0: Conclusions
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